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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

U. S. Department or Agriculture.

Bureau of Soils,

Washington. D. C, September 3, 1912.

Sir : I have the honor to transmit herewith the manuscript of an

article on ^ Field Records Relating to Subsoil Water," prepared by
Dr. W J McGee, of this bureau. This article embodies a report on

certain field investigations conducted in 1909-10, which formed the

foundation for subsequent work. The results of the later investiga-

tions, concluded in 1912, are published in Bulletin No. 92 of this

bureau. I have the honor to recommend that the present records be

published as Bulletin Xo. 93 of the Bureau of Soils.

Respectfully,
Milton Whitney,

Chief of Bureau.
Hon. James Wilson,

Secretary of Agriculture,
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FIELD RECORDS RELATING TO SUBSOIL WATER.

SOUTH DAKOTA.

In a broad way the lesson of the plains of South Dakota is that of

the absolute dependence of agriculture on the capacity of the soil to

conserve and convey water for the use of the growing plants, which
may be regarded as the measure of efficiency in the soil. Yet
wherever the farms are judiciously cultivated and protected from
weed growth they are productive to a surprising degree—the yield

in grain and forage corresponding with a water supply of 2 to 2^

acre-feet rather than with the 15 inches of rainfall normal to the

region. This anomalous productivity led to a somewhat extended

inquiry into the probable causes and finally resulted in a generaliza-

tion not yet worked out in detail, but promising to form a contribu-

tion to geologic principles and a practical consideration of much im-

portance, not only to South Dakota, but to much of the western

plains region in which dust mulching (or "dry farming") has been

found effective.

The prevailing soils are derived directly from the underlying clays

and shales, and the soil, subsoil, and underlying materials inter-

grade. Now, the clays and shales as exposed in wells, railway cut-

tings, river banks, and otherwise are normally moist, nearly to the

point of saturation, though rarely to such extent as to permit seep-

age, and in general the moisture increases, both in quantity and

uniformity, downward from the surface of the soil and inward from

the surfaces exposed in cuttings. In other words, the distribution of

the moisture is such as to indicate that it is supplied from below and

within (by capillarity or otherwise) at a rate somewhat less than

that of surface evaporation. Of course, the primary natural inference

is that the water so supplied from below and, within is that derived

from immediately antecedent rainstorms or snowfalls lodging tem-

porarily in the interstices of the subsoil ; but this ready inference is

negatived, first, by the increasing quantity of moisture inward and

downward; second, by the uniformity of the moisture content in the

subsoil ; and, third, by the practically complete saturation of the clays

and shales at considerable depths. In a word, all the relations sug-

gest a subterranean rather than a superficial source of supply. Turn-
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6 FIELD RECORDS RELATING TO SUBSOIL WATER.

ing, then, to the possible subterranean source, this general condition

is found, that the entire region is an artesian area in which a strong

artesian flow may be found in the Dakota sandstone underlying the

Benton, Pierre, Niobrara, and other Cretaceous clay shales at depths

varying with the longitude (say 2,000 feet at Midland and twice that

at Pierre) . Turning next to the accepted conditions of artesian flow,

they are found to be three: (1) A catchment area in which pervious

strata outcrop
; (2) one or more pervious strata so inclined as to lie

at lower levels than the catchment basin; and (3) a confining stratum

overlying the pervious beds and commonly described as " impervious."

These are the conditions existing in South Dakota as recognized by

Darton and all other geologists familiar with the region. Yet, while

the question has not been raised heretofore, every geologist must recog-

nize that there are no actually impervious strata in the earth crust,

but that all known rocks are sufficiently permeable not only to con-

tain water in considerable quantity but to permit its passage at a

rate determined by the degree of perviousness coupled with the

amount of the pressure difference. In the light of this indisputable

condition it is clear that artesian flow is not dependent on total im-

perviousness in the confining stratum (which can not exist), but

merely on the difference in perviousness between the porous bed and

the cover. In the South Dakota province, accordingly, the Dakota

sandstone forms, as it were, the conduit for waters collected in out-

crops about the eastern slopes of the Rocky Mountains, while a part

of the supply is lost by leakage into and through the confining strata.

The rate of percolation through the Dakota sandstone can not, of

course, be stated with any approach to accuracy, but it seems suffi-

cient to assume that it averages a yard or more a month. Still less

can the rate of seepage through the cover be estimated accurately

pending systematic observation, but manifestly it is less than the

rate of evaporation (else exposed surfaces would "sweat" or

"weep"), yet not very greatly less (else the wetness would not so

rapidly and uniformly increase inward and downward)
;
provision-

ally it may be estimated at an inch a month, and an inch a month is

equivalent to 12 inches a year, or enough to supplement the 15 inches

of annual rainfall and supply the relatively abundant crops produced

wherever the agricultural operations are conducted judiciously.

Of course this natural subirrigation is not limited to South Dakota,

but extends throughout the plains region in so far as artesian con-

ditions exist. Indeed, it is probable that the subterranean move-

ment exerts a decided influence on the ground water, even where the

quantity is insufficient to produce artesian flow. Now, it is significant

that this is the region in which dust mulching has been found most

successful; from which it seems fair to infer, in the first place, that

this agricultural practice is especially adapted to subirrigated dis-
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tricts and, in the second place, that it should not be extended rashly

to districts in which the meager rainfall is not supplemented by

water supply from below.

EASTERN WASHINGTON.

In this field there are two widely distinct types of surface deter-

mined by geologic conditions. The first is that of the lava beds,

forming a part of the most extensive lava field in the world—that

covering much of Idaho, eastern Washington and Oregon, and

portions of Utah and Nevada. Generally this lava field is a slightly

undulating plain, or rather plateau, relieved by occasional volcanic

buttes or ridges marking the margins of flows and occasionally broken

by deep-cut channels of streams, these streams taking their supply

chiefly from springs, themselves fed by seepage from the surface

still retaining the configuration left by the lava flow. Locally the

lava beds are so recent as to retain the surface assumed by the

fluent material ; commonly they have been decomposed to such depth

as to form a soil and subsoil of distinctive character. Generally

these soils are brown or red, homogeneous, and pulverulent, fre-

quently to great depths. They are probably the finest wheat soils

in the world, yielding incredible products of grain of the highest

grade, the productiveness varying with the rainfall, which ranges

from less than 10 to over 30 inches, according to altitude. The soil

is spongy and admirably adapted to retaining the water supply

until it is consumed by the crop. Commonly it absorbs the heaviest

rainfall or snow melting without needless erosion; though in the

longer-settled districts there has been a good deal of leaching and

some gullying, especially where rolling fields have been allowed to

lie bare during the winter and the snow has softened the surface

above the frost line and then thawed in a warm rain in such manner

as to form rivulets cutting into and then sapping the frozen sub-

surface layer.

The second type of surface is that found in valleys, especially

in those which have been occupied and shaped by glaciers. The
best example is Spokane Valley, extending from Coeur d'Alene

Lake half way to the Columbia. During the glacial period the ante-

cedent valley was widened and deepened by a glacier pushing out

from the main ice field of the northern Rockies. Some miles below

Spokane, and again toward the present margin of the lake, ex-

tensive terminal and lateral moraines were built in successive stages

of its retreat ; between these the valley was filled to a depth of several

hundred feet with overwash bowlders and cobbles grading upward
into gravel, sand, and silt. In this part of the valley the surface

is generally smooth, with a downstream inclination not greatly
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different from that of the river. Spokane River, which heads in

the lake, meanders through the valley, occasionally reaching rock

in places and tumbling over the ledges in cataracts, yielding enor-

mous water power. Between falls it is swift and often turbulent,

but so clear as not to erode bed or banks. Though a considerable

river, the Spokane is but, as it were, the wasteway for the flow

from Coeur d'Alene; a great part (probably much the greater part)

of the flow is subterranean ; that is, it moves down the valley through

the bowlders and cobbles with which it is lined. So great is this

subterranean flow that it is commonly described as an underground
river; the level of the water is substantially uniform from season

to season at a depth varying with the configuration of the surface

from less than 50 to some 200 feet, while the volume is such that

the largest centrifugal pumps fail to lower it preceptibly. Indeed,

the city of Spokane, formerly supplied from the surface river, now
takes its entire supply from shafts excavated in the gravels to the

underground river. The soil of Spokane Valley is generally a

gravelly or stony silt loam or sand; the mean precipitation is some

20 inches. TThen the city was founded the valley was commonly
regarded as unsuitable for agriculture, and it is only within a few

years that cultivation has commenced in earnest. By reason of the

porosity of the soil much of the storm water is lost, and the water

supply is insufficient for most crops; but of late irrigation has been

introduced, partly by gravity systems, but chiefly by pumping from

the underground river. The district is especially notable by reason

of its adaptability to irrigation by pumping. Probably nowhere

else in the United States can a more abundant and certain supply

of subterranean water be found, for the valley has behind it a large

lake, itself supplied from an extensive wooded district and main-

tained at a uniform level by a wasteweir, the head of Spokane River.

Because of the natural conditions various notable engineering de-

vices have been tested and developed, among which a method of

irrigating by automatically rotating sprinklers (something like the

spargers of British malting) may be instanced.

WESTERN WASHINGTON.

Western Washington has the heaviest accumulation of glacial

drift known in the United States, and from the foot slopes of the

Cascades to the Sound and the sea this deposit forms the basis of

the soils. Its maximum depth has not been ascertained, but the

average is probably much over a hundred, perhaps several hundred

feet. The examinations extended over a considerable belt stretch-

ing from Nisqually River to the international boundary. In the

southern half of this belt, south of Snohomish River and the city
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of Everett, the drift is generally a typical till, except that the finest

material is silt rather than clay. Locally it is exceptionally gravelly,

sometimes, indeed, little more than cobbles and coarse gravel. The
till phase is heterogeneous, discontinuous beds of gravel and sand

appearing here and there; and generally it is notably hard, because

of the pressure beneath the enormously thick ice sheets by which it

was laid down. These glacial deposits form the entire surface

south of Everett down to the shores of the Sound and the banks of

a few of the larger streams and " drowned rivers " debouching into

it. North of Everett there are considerable low-lying plains ad-

jacent to the Sound, and this has led to a somewhat indefinite popu-

lar description of the region as first, second, and third benches.

North of Everett, too, the till contains a considerable quantity of

granular material, commonly called sand, though it contains little

if any crystalline quartz. In field colloquies it was called "sandless

sand " ; it may be regarded as an exceptionally soft and heterogene-

ous sand. It renders the till more friable than that farther south-

ward, and it exercises decided influence on the soil, since it readily

decomposes into a brownish, powdery, and friable mass. The entire

region is notable for the luxuriance of the native flora, dominated

by Douglas fir (or false fir) and white cedar, and including a vigor-

ous brake and undergrowth of salal, Oregon grape, etc., a thick

carpet of moss, and a deep bed of duff or natural mulch, the whole

presenting the appearance of a tropical jungle and attesting an

exuberance of vitality hardly equaled elsewhere in the United States.

The first observations were made in and around Seattle, where

street grading and other operations carried on in unprecedented

magnitude clearly reveal the relations between the surface and the

deposits beneath. The precipitous till faces exposed in these opera-

tions and also along the Sound display several striking features. In

the first place, the soil is shallow and is penetrated by roots (even

of the largest trees) to a depth of only a few inches, never, so far

as seen, more than two feet; in the second place, no trace of the

mud veneer ordinarily mantling such cliffs of unconsolidated ma-

terial could be found; in the third place, the cliff faces stand with

a firmness and durability approaching that of rock, comparable

only with the stability of loess cliffs among the unconsolidated

deposits of this country ; and in the fourth place, the material seems

to be air dry (at least) not only at the surface, but as far within as

tools could reach. When a rainstorm gave opportunity to study the

behavior of cliff faces, they were found not to become moist, but

instead to absorb the moisture so completely as to retain the appear-

ance of air dryness even while the moderate rain was beating

against them. Further, it was observed that when the powerful

jet from an 8-inch hydraulic jack was first turned on a cliff face in

60S09 —Bull. 93—13 2
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grading operations it knocked up a great cloud of dust and con-

tinued to raise dust for several seconds until the material was slowly-

saturated; and even after operations were well under way not more
than one-third or two-fifths (according to repeated estimates, exact

measurements were not practicable) of the water thrown from the

jack ran off in the sluices carrying the fine debris into the Sound.
Summarily, the observations here, on what may be called the second

bench, indicated wholly unexpected dryness of the till—in a word,

that it is a sieve rather than a sponge for surface water, and that

while the region is a jungle above, it is a desert within 2 feet below

the surface.

The observations were extended and repeated partly in conjunc-

tion with Mr. Mangum and his collaborators (Mr. Westover, of

the Soil Survey, and Dr. Benson and Dr. Frye, of the State Univer-

sity) and later with Prof. Landes, and all the work served to verify

the first generalization as to the remarkable dryness of the subsoil

of the second and third benches. It was of course manifest at once

that this condition is correlated, first, with a subterranean rather

than a surface drainage, and, second, with a deep-lying water table.

As the work progressed it was found practicable to work out the

general character of this water table as a subterranean base-level

marked by abundant springs, sometimes slightly above and some-

times below the Sound level and the river channels, and rising thence

at a gentle grade toward the interior. At the same time the dryness

of the till seemed greater than would result from simple draining

away of the water supplied from the surface during the winter rains,

and it was deemed necessary in explanation of the condition to infer

that both hydraulic pressure and capillarity operated downward
through the porous materials, whereby the moisture was, as it were,

sucked downward and thus removed more completely than would

be possible by simple drainage.

The effect of the subsoil dryness on both the present condition

and the natural development of the flora is significant. All the

plants are shallow rooted. Even the giant firs up to 9 feet in diame-

ter and 250 or 300 feet high are balanced on root systems extending

only 18 to 24 inches below the surface, in which the minor water-

taking rootlets turn upward toward the surface rather than down-

ward into the subsoil. When a part of the trees are felled those

remaining are easily overthrown in the first windstorm, raising the

widespread roots with the entire soil penetrated by them in a ver-

tical wall, flat as the side of a house and 20 or 30 or 40 feet across.

The annual stems of the brake spring from perennial root systems

running parallel with the surface at about plow depth, while the

salal and other undergrowth, including the mosses, are still more

shallow in their rooting. In a word, almost the entire flora roots
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primarily in the mulch, and only the larger kinds push down into

the soil proper, which becomes humus charged to the depth of a few

inches only. Thus it is manifest that the exuberant growth is a

natural adaptation, essential to its own protection and persistence,

for retaining the water requisite for continued growth. The firs

form a high cover, barring evaporation except through the vegetal

structures and their own vital processes; the brake and devils-club

form a low cover, and the salal and its associates a still lower one,

both of similar functions ; the moss acts in like manner at the imme-

diate surface, while the abounding duff or mulch forms a capacious

sponge. So effective are these natural adaptations—indeed, natural

devices—for the conservation of the moisture derived from the win-

ter rains that the flora not merely forms a practically impenetrable

jungle, but keeps the surface wet and even the lower air humid
throughout the entire growing season and well into the autumn

;

and the traveler is struck by the incongruity of passing from a soggy

timber trail over an upland to enter suddenly on a sun-shriveled

lowland field, with its weeds brown, its grasses sere, and its surface

dusty. Yet the soil auger set in the soaking woodland strikes dust

dry till at 18 inches, just at it does in the parched field. Manifestly

the entire floral mantle forms a sponge overlying the siltlike soil

and holding the moisture required for its own growth.

Nor is it less clear that the flora has been slowly spreading over

the arid uplands during the centuries since the ice withdrew ; indeed,

even yet the surface is by no means covered, since hundreds of prairie

patches, of which those southeast of Tacoma are typical, remain

either wholly treeless or with scattered colonies of oaks or firs or

brake, showing the way the forests started and spread. The topog-

raphy corroborates the testimony of the trees; the greater portion

of the surface is of typical ice-laid form, without trace of water

sculpture; and the few streams, excepting those heading in the

mountains and largely fed by glaciers or winter snows, are evi-

dently younger than the surface forms and due, at least in part, to

the conservation of the water of the winter rains where the water

table approaches the surface. The length of time since the glaciers

withdrew can not be estimated with any accuracy from the exten-

sion of the forest over the surface now wooded, but it is safe to esti-

mate that the forests would have spread over all the prairie patches

within from two to five centuries had settlement been so long de-

layed.

Among the features of the ice-laid surface are moraine hillocks

and ridges, the former distributed in congeries, the latter often

greatly elongated, and both generally better wooded than the flatter

surfaces; together with basins, usually converted into cedar or

hemlock swamps, with abundant accumulations of mulch or peat,
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or else, where the water table is high, remaining as lakes. Generally

the prairie soils are not only flat-lying, but made up of a mere veneer

of silt or loam, grading into beds of gravel and cobblestones so open

in texture as to lose the rain water quickly as it falls. The most

extensive of these gravel plains—and prairies—are adjacent to the

Nisqually in its lower reaches. Here the gravel deposits are of

great depth and remarkably free from finer material. The char-

acter of the deposits is distinctive, if not unique, and their origin is

not easy to explain, though it seems probable that the materials

were accumulated and shaped beneath an extensive ice sheet of the

piedmont or Malaspina type when the land was sufficiently depressed

nearly to float the ice in the sound (or sea) water, while a

strong subglacial flow of water and debris was supplied from the

alpine glaciers inland ; and, in accordance with this idea, they may
be styled underwash gravel plains.

The bearing of the several observations and inferences on the

nature and value of the soils is close, especially in connection with

the customary mode of clearing the cut-over areas locally known as

logged-off lands. Generally the cutting is complete, including the

young no less than the mature trees, while the waste is allowed to

remain; so that nearly all the cut-over lands are also burned over

within a few months. When clearing follows the immense stumps

are shattered with dynamite, and they and any remaining logs are

burned. Naturally the effect of the firing, both aimless and pur-

posive, is to consume not merely the stumps and logs, but all of the

mulch and most of the humus accumulated during the period of

forest extension, whereby the soil is reduced to a condition little

better than that in which it was left by the ice, and generally worse

than that of the prairies, on which ordinary agriculture is futile.

In a word, when the jungle is removed the desert comes to the sur-

face ; and not even the driest spots in Nevada and Arizona are more

utterly hopeless for agriculture than are the hill lands on the second

and third benches (where the water table lies low) in western Wash-

ington after the removal of nature's exuberant device for water con-

servation. There are other sections in which cut-over lands present

grave problems, as, for example, in the old-time pineries of Wis-

consin, Minnesota, and Michigan; yet it may be questioned whether

anywhere else in the United States the problem is more serious or

more pressing than in Washington—indeed, it would seem to be one

of the gravest economic problems now confronting that State.

Fortunately, a lesson may be drawn from nature's processes

whereby vital energy was concentrated at the surface in a manner
analogous to that of intensive cultivation, and it seems clear that if

the farmer is willing to follow nature's example intensive agricul-

ture may be developed whenever and wherever conditions are favor-
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able. Yet to be successful even these methods must begin with a

mode of clearing adapted to the preservation of at least so much of

the humus and mulch as will hold moisture until the artificial tillage

is well under way. Irrigation will help, but where the subsoil is but

a sieve the quantity of water required is excessive and can hardly

be made available save through the method sometimes followed at

Spokane—sprinkling.

SOUTHWESTERN KANSAS.

The southwestern quarter of Kansas, with the country extending

(hence westward to the base of the Rockies, is a part of the Great

Plains. The monotonously uniform plains surface inclines east-

ward from a mean altitude of, say, 5,300 feet, at the longitude of

Pueblo, to some 1,800 feet at the longitude of central Kansas, or at

a mean rate of, say, 3,500 feet in 350 miles, or an average of 10 feet

per mile—generally more toward the west, less toward the east.

The uniformity of surface in southwestern Kansas is broken only

by waterways flowing eastward—the Arkansas, the Cimarron, and

various smaller streams tributary to the foregoing or to the Smoky
Hill further northward, or else disappearing on the plains. The

Arkansas and Cimarron head in the Rockies or their foothills; the

smaller streams originate in the plains. The immediate valley of

the Arkansas is cut but a little way into the general surface, and

in the 75-mile stretch below Garden may be said to occupy a ridge.

It is usually flanked by rounded bluffs, sometimes exposing rock, or

by sand-hill stretches commonly less than 100 and never more than

300 feet high. The valley of the Cimarron is deeper, the bluffs

higher, and the bordering country more broken. The tributaries

are generally cut to less depths than the primaries, and the streams

ending on the plains are usually without definite bluffs save in their

medial portions. In addition to the eastward slope and the east-

west furrowing by waterways the plains surface is varied by undu-

lations of which the more pronounced are connected with dune belts

occasionally skirting the waterways, especially on the southern side

of the Arkansas. Less pronounced undulations stretch over the

plains generally, forming low, meandering divides with irregularly

coalescing basins in which terminate some of the streams originating

on the Plains.

The precipitation increases eastward from a mean of 10 or 12

inches just without the influence of the Rockies to a mean of 25 or

26 inches in central Kansas. The upland flora changes correspond-

ingly from the subdesert type to fairly abundant grass, while the

bottoms of the rivers and larger creeks sustain Cottonwood and
willow, and the bordering bluffs, especially of the Cimarron, support
hardwoods.
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The ground-water relations are best understood about Garden City,

where they have been systematically investigated by the United

States Eeclamation Service and the Geological Survey. Garden
City is in the Arkansas Valley, which is here shallow, bounded on

the south by a sand-dune expanse and on the north by a low, un-

dulating upland stretching northward well toward the Smoky Hill

Eiver. The Geological Survey found that within the valley and

for several miles northward (and presumably southward) the water-

table slopes eastward at the rate of 7-J feet per mile and toward the

river at the rate of 2 or 3 feet per mile, and that the ground water

flows at least through the surficial deposits at the average rate of 8

feet per day. 1 The recent observations show that the water table

continues northward at least to Scott at corresponding levels, vary-

ing in depth below the surface according to the surface undulations

from 20 to 50 or more feet, and that the flow of ground water is

such that the level is not perceptibly reduced even by pumping with

a 30-horsepower engine throwing an 8-inch stream for irrigation

(this at a point 8 miles southwest of Scott). Between Garden City

and Scott the country is locally known as " Shallow Water Valley."

Within it an abundant water supply is found at a moderate depth,

owing to the generally low altitude of this part of the Plains, but

there is no valley on the surface and no indication of exceptional

underflow save the fact that a considerable plains stream (White

Woman Creek) terminates in a typical basin a little way south of

Scott.

The 'White Woman may be deemed a typical plains stream. Origi-

nating in Colorado on the upland between Arkansas and Smoky
Hill Valleys, it occupies a valley extending southeastward and east-

ward about 100 miles. For much of this distance it is said to have
" a decided channel, often with bluffs from 40 to 75 feet high, and a

valley from a quarter of a mile to nearly a mile in width," 2 while

the stream, partly supplied by springs, is reported to flow peren-

nially. The rock bluffs gradually disappear 10 or 12 miles west-

southwest of Scott, where the stream takes on the form of an in-

tricately meandering channel 17 or 18 feet deep and 75 to 100 feet

wide, a channel dry save for an occasional puddle at the time of

examination, but partially choked with flotsam, showing that the

stream had overflowed its banks within a few weeks. Downstream
the channel grows smaller in width and depth and finally breaks up

into elongated pools, in some of which water lies permanently. The
last dozen miles of its general course lie within an exceptionally large

basin of the ordinary plains type, itself including a number of minor

1 The Underflow in Arkansas Valley in Western Kansas, by Charles S. Slichter, Water-
Supply and Irrigation Papers 153, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1906, pp. 5-6.

2 Haworth, Erasmus, University Geological Survey of Kansas, vol. II, 1897, p. 33.
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basins of variable size, some containing shallow but permanent

ponds. Both the configuration and soil of the basin indicate that

at time of flood White Woman Creek carries an immense volume of

water which may spread over an area some miles in extent, where it

is partly evaporated, but which chiefly sinks into the soil to augment

the ground water. Throughout the basin the ground-water level

lies but a little way beneath the surface. Indeed, the frequent ponds

may be said to mark the coincidence between the land surface and the

water table.

The configuration about Garden City shows that, excepting the

Arkansas Valley, there is no surface run-off, a condition recognized

by Johnson, Haworth, Slichter, and other geological survey authori-

ties. The relations to the configuration of White Woman and other

creeks 1 indicate that while they move the waters of storm floods

through considerable distances, and while this movement has pro-

duced the gorges, their chief office is merely that of distributing

surface water and adding it to the subsurface supply, the perennial

flow in their medial and upper portions being derived from the

ground water through seepage and springs. The relations of the

Arkansas are similar. At the time of examination (the latter part

of September) the Arkansas was at Pueblo a considerable river,

near La Junta little more than a series of pools, at the Colorado-

Kansas line a dry sand wash, at Syracuse a slender rivulet, at Gar-

den City a considerable stream, and at Hutchinson again a river of

perhaps half the discharge at Pueblo, the gradual reappearance of

the water being due to seepage and not appreciably to inflow of.

tributaries. East of Garden City the surface declines from near

the bluff line toward Pawnee Creek, which lies at a lower level than

the Arkansas; but the difference is too little for subsurface flow, as

shown by the growth of the latter stream.

Farther eastward the ground-water relations were examined in the

region extending from Great Bend northward beyond Hoisington.

Here, too, the town is on the Arkansas Bottom, and the surface rises

gently northward into the general upland barely 100 feet above the

level of the river—an upland like that north of Garden City in that

the surface undulations not infrequently form inclosed basins. Some
6 miles north of Great Bend the surface drops so quickly as some-

times to form a line of bluffs into a depression known as Cheyenne
Bottoms, a depression of somewhat irregular outline but fairly uni-

form floor, some 10 or 12 miles in length from southeast to north-

west and 6 or 8 miles in width. Frequently the bounding bluffs

expose Dakota sandstone, notably on the northeast, where they rise

rather abruptly nearly 100 feet above the floor, and where the plains

1 One occupying a rock-bluffed gorge 10 miles west of Scott was examined ; other
examples in Kearny County are shown on maps.
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surface is exceptionally broken by drainage lines extending north-

eastward toward Cow Creek almost from the rim of the basin. The
floor undulates irregularly, here and there (as at a point three-

quarters of a mile south of Hoisington) rising into low domes with

soil corresponding to that of the upland, and here and there sinking

into subbasins occupied by permanent ponds; generally the surface

is marshy, covered by water in spring, but drying toward autumn,

while the soil is a mucky silt or clay. The mean altitude of the floor

is a few feet lower than that of the Arkansas Bottom immediately

southward. The rim of the basin is interrupted on the southeast,

where the undulating plains surface swings down into a valley a few

hundred yards across, low enough to permit discharge from the

basin if it were entirely flooded. This depression wanders off east-

ward and northeastward through an embayment of the Arkansas

Bottom to Cow Creek, but there is nothing in either configuration

or soil to indicate that the basin was ever drained through this break

in its rim. Two or three rock-bluffed ravines enter the basin from

the north, and one or two from the west. Its chief inlet is Blood

Creek, a 90-mile stream entering from the northwest near Hoising-

ton. A rock-bluffed valley above, in its lower reaches the channel

of this stream is like that of the White Woman, an intricately

meandering, steep-banked trough 18 or 20 feet deep, and 50 or 60

feet wide at the top, gradually growing smaller downstream and

eventually breaking up into a series of pools. There was no flow

and only a few puddles in the channel at the time of examination.

Some of the higher parts of the bottoms have been brought under

cultivation either with or without drainage into the permanent

ponds occupying the lower parts, and wells find an unlimited supply

of more or less strongly mineralized water at moderate depths, evi-

dently determined approximately by the permanent pools. Hois-

ington, on the northern rim of the basin, is amply supplied with

water by wells, all striking the water table either in the Dakota

sandstone or in the surficial deposits at approximately the same level,

which is about that of the floor of the basin. The supply is so ample

that the level of water in wells can not be perceptibly lowered by

pumping, even with the large pump used in connection with the rail-

way tank.

The local configuration indicates that the depression forming

Cheyenne Bottoms is not due to subaerial sculpture, though

Haworth, largely on the basis of a description by Miller, ascribed it

to erosion of a " fry-pan " type. 1 Its surface is lower than that of

the Arkansas or any other accessible drainage way, while it has no

surface connection with Walnut Creek, Cow Creek, or any other

stream of comparable size except Blood Creek, whose freshets it

1 University Geological Survey of Kansas, vol. 2. 1897, p. 42.
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absorbs. The entire basin, like the special features of its rim, stands

out in glaring contrast to the congruous subaerial sculpture of the

surrounding country. Its inlets on the west enter obliquely, and its

northeastern rim is manifestly not a symmetrically sculptured divide,

but drains away from the depression almost to the crest of the bound-

ing cliffs. And while there are dunes on the eastern rim, evidently

deriving material from the Dakota sandstone exposed in the cliffs,

they do not close an outlet in this direction. Indeed, the configura-

tion shows the absence of such an outlet. The only break in the

rim (on the southeast) is far smaller than Blood Creek or the minor

inlets, is without alluvial accumulations, is of the configuration of

the ordinary swale of the plains, and manifestly never carried any

waters save the local freshets gathering on the immediately adjacent

acres. Johnson, apparently without examination, but on the basis

of observations farther southwestward, hypothetically ascribed the

basin to subsidence,1 and to an observer fresh from the basins toward

the Cimarron this inference is unavoidable. Especially on the north-

east, and generally on the north and west, it is clear that the rock

forming the bluff face was exposed, not by erosion (of which there

is no agency within reach), but by localized displacement whereby
the strata were sometimes faulted and sometimes deflected sharply

downward; while the irregularities of the floor are not such as result

from subaerial sculpture, but suggest warping due to unequal settling

or slumping of underlying strata, presumably consequent on outwash
of more soluble materials by phreatic waters. In a broad way the

ground-water relations of Blood Creek and Cheyenne Bottoms are

analogous to those of White Woman Creek and Shallow Water
Basin. The main stream with the minor inlets carry and were
formed by sublocal freshets distributed by and either evaporated or

added to the ground-water reservoir in the basin. And in the lowest

portions of the basin, as in the middle portions of the creeks, the

ground-water surface and the land surface coincide.

Hutchinson, like Garden City and Great Bend, is on the Arkansas
Bottom, which here rises gradually on both sides to the bordering
uplands. On the south the transition from flood plain to second bot-

tom and thence to upland plain is imperceptible, but on the north
the upland margin is marked by a belt of dune sand several miles

wide. Among the dunes are occasional outcrops of sandstone, whence
their material is evidently derived, at least in part. Five miles north
of Hutchinson, over the dune-relieved upland, perhaps 100 feet

higher than the river, occasional ponds occupied depressions at the
time of examination (Sept. 12), and while yucca and cactus and
sedge attested semiaridity, the irregular surface sustained a luxuriant

1 Johnson, Willard D., The High Plains and their Utilization, 21st Annual Report "O. a
Geological Survey, 1901, p. 713.

60809°—Bull. 93—13 3
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growth of locust, catalpa, etc., wherever these had been planted, and

abundant crops of apples and other fruits wherever set out in

orchards. It is clear that in this dune belt ground water abounds

and approaches the mean surface. Presumably it is due to local pre-

cipitation, of which there is no waste through run-off, since there are

no continuous channels among the dunes. The luxuriant growth

under cultivation suggests that the sands make better use of their

moderate water supply (say 27 inches) than do the finer loams on

the southern side of the river ; for not only is the aggregate absorp-

tive capacity of the relatively coarse sands less than that of the

fine silts and loams, so that they are easier brought to an optimum
moisture, but they deliver their water content more freely to pump-
ing by the roots. In the dune belts domestic wells are evidently

shallow, as shown by hand pumps. Over the upland south of the

river windmills indicate the necessity for deeper wells. In eastern

Hutchinson and a mile southwestward (south of the river) there

are extensive salt works, the brine being brought up by pumping
from depths not ascertained.

Along the line of the Santa Fe Railway south of Hutchinson the

surface passes imperceptibly from the river flood plain to the gently

undulating upland of silt loam, in which the configuration corre-

sponds with that of the high plains, save that the relief is fainter

and that more of the coalescing basins open into drainage ways.

For 30 miles most of the creeks carry water, the Ninnescah at King-

man a volume comparable with that of the Arkansas at Hutchinson

(Sept, 13). These streams head in sand hills farther westward.

The wells, pumped partly by hand and partly by wind, are evidently

of moderate depth. Farther southward the water table appears to

decline relatively to the surface; the Chikaskia carries relatively

little water at Rago, though 20 miles westward, among the sand

hills, the headwater flow is greater.

A typical upland district lies about Pratt, 50 miles directly south

of Great Bend. Sometimes sandy and then rising into dunes, the

general surface is a smoothly undulating plain with little surface

drainage, though the depressions toward which it runs tend to unite

and connect with wide-scattering drainage lines, and these are some-

what deeply incised, to 50 feet or more. Just south of town runs

the main headwater of the Ninnescah in a considerable brook, toward

which two main ravines and a number of draws converge
;
yet a cir-

cuit 5 miles southward, 6 miles westward, 6 miles northward, and

then eastward and southward back to Pratt reveals no running

water. Within the outline of this circuit the stream originates,

partly from fairly strong springs, though largely from seepage.

The main tributary ravine from the southwestward is fully 50 feet

deep, and the country adjacent is correspondingly broken. The
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valley bottom is lined with sand and gravel, the latter remarkably

abundant and coarse, up to egg size, and this lining may carry under-

flow. Toward the second largest ravine (from the west) cemented

sand and gravel (" mortar beds ") appear, while sands are prevalent

and low dunes occur. The land is generally well cultivated. The

wells are usually supplied with windmills, though evidently not

deep. Throughout the region centering about Pratt (rainfall, say,

25 inches) the plain is so uniform as to bring out the paradoxical

relations of sands; especially where so prevalent as to form dunes

the sands readily absorb the rainfall, and so both remove occasion

for and prevent development of drainage ways ; for this reason they

rather promote than retard vegetal growth, whether of the natural

flora or cultivated crops, while within them the water table tends to

rise toward the surface. Yet despite these local effects the sandy

areas generally tend toward the formation and maintenance of peren-

nial streams so decidedly that most such streams in southwestern

Kansas are commonly said to head among sand hills.

Farther westward and nearer the Cimarron (chiefly in Clark and

Meade Counties; mean precipitation about 20 inches) the ground-

water relations have attracted much attention. The most noted

locality is what may be called the Fowler Basin (sometimes known
as the Meade artesian basin). This is an artesian area in which the

freshet waters of Crooked Creek are distributed, though the creek

is commonly regarded and mapped as passing entirely through the

basin to form a tributary of the Cimarron. Crooked Creek as

mapped is an anomalous waterway. Originating on the main upland

between the Arkansas and the Cimarron in eastern Haskell County, it

extends first southeastward, then eastward, and later in a direction

considerably north of east for some 40 miles, nearly to Wilburn, in

Ford County. There it turns back on itself in a sharp elbow and
extends southwestward some 15 miles to a point southwest of Fowler,

or, as shown on the maps, some 30 miles to southern Meade County,

and thence southeastward and eastward 15 or 20 miles farther to the

Cimarron, so that its outline is that of a Z. In the medial part of

its first course the stream is rock bluffed and virtually perennial, the

valley incised to a depth of 50 feet or more. Then it obliquely enters

the Fowler Basin in the southwestern corner of Ford County a few
miles from its eastern elbow, and the bluffs end abruptly. Thence
for some miles its channel is a V-shape gorge in the floor of the basin,

intricately meandering, and generally 20 to 25 feet deep and 60 to

75 feet wide at top, though occasionally expanding sufficiently to

carry terraces or form labyrinthine marshes. Downstream it con-

tracts gradually in width and depth. Near Fowler its cross section

is perhaps a quarter of that at the elbow. The channel does not

approach the deepest part of the basin lying some miles west of
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Fowler, but continues near its eastern rim past Fowler southwestward

some 3 miles, diminishing steadily in depth and width, but still

meandering incredibly. Then it merges in two or three subbasins

3 or 4 miles southwest of Fowler and rapidly shrinks into a few

elongated pools a little way beyond. Within the subbasins the sur-

face is generally smooth, except as interrupted by irregular fissures

having the appearance of shrinkage cracks, frequently several inches

wide, and at nodes a foot or more across and 2 or 3 feet deep—indeed,

extending about to the ground-water level, as indicated by the

moisture of the subsoil. These subbasins lie a little above the level

of the bottom of the channel, so that the last remaining water of each

freshet is within pools of the channel. Some of the sinks are culti-

vated (one is an alfalfa swine pasture), and others are being put

under cultivation. At the time of examination (Sept. 15-16) the

channel was occupied by nearly continuous pools above the elbow

and by scattered pools thence most of the way to Fowler, these pools

evidently marking coincidence between the land surface and the

ground-water surface. A mile or two southwest of the subbasins in

which the channel virtually ends an arroyo from the west enters the

Fowler Basin and within it takes on the characteristic form of a

meandering channel 8 or 10 feet deep and thrice as wide, which is

apparently continuous thence to a mile south of Meade, though of

diminishing depth and width. This in turn breaks up into pools,

and its course is entirely cut off a mile and a quarter south of Meade
by cultivated fields and a " tanque " or pond for stock watering sup-

plied by an artesian well at this point. Still farther southward other

arroyos enter the main valley and apparently form a continuous

channel to the confluence of Spring Creek, beyond which the Crooked

Creek of the maps presumably continues uninterruptedly to its mouth.

This valley south of Meade, through which the Fowler Basin opens,

is over 100 feet deep and a mile wide. It is bounded by bluffs and

broken country, has all the appearance of a product of erosion, and

in case the Fowler Basin were flooded it would form the natural out-

let. Yet the basin could not be flooded without the diversion of

Crooked Creek into the great subbasin west of Fowler, a depression

30 or 40 feet lower than the channel and some 3 square miles in area,

evidently formed since the creek assumed its present course. Despite

the maps, there is now no flow and no continuous channel connecting

the upper part of Crooked Creek with that part below the confluence

of Spring Creek. Whatever may have been the case when the maps

were made,1 the flow from Fowler to Spring Creek is now completely

interrupted in two places by continuous cultivation. In this connec-

tion it may be noted that the ground-water level has evidently lowered,

1 The U. S. Geological Survey topographic survey was by Herron in 1890 ; Haworth"8

observations were made in 1896 ; Johnson's work was conducted in 1897.
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perhaps partly by the increased draft for agriculture over that for

the indigenous grass, partly by the artesian flow; Johnson mapped
209 wells flowing in 1897, 1 while there are now apparently but a frac-

tion of this number; even three years ago the deepest part of the

basin west of Fowler, now a cat-tail marsh, was a lake devoted to

boating and said to abound in fish and waterfowl.

Generally Fowler Basin is sharply defined, especially on the west,

where the " mortar beds " rise in sculptured bluffs merging westward

with the undulating high plains ; it is about 20 miles in length from

northeast to southwest and some 7 miles in width a little way below

Fowler. Johnson computed its area at 55 square miles. 2 The eastern

margin commonly rises rather abruptly into a sharply undulating

upland variegated by flattened dunes of fine, almost loamy, sand

derived from a local phase of the plains deposit (exposed in place

as a regularly stratified but cross-laminated fine sand in a road cut-

ting just above the bridge east of Meade). Farther eastward and

northeastward toward Minneola the plains surface gradually resumes

its normal aspect of gentle undulations generally running toward

coalescing basins, while within a few miles southeastward the breaks

of the Cimarron introduce drainage ways. Only on the northeast

is the basin rim indefinite. Here the undulating floor grades imper-

ceptibly into the typical plains surface. The floor of the basin is

even more irregular than the normal upland, the sublocal relief

amounting to 40 or 50 feet. About a mile west of Fowler, and again

a mile farther westward, there are irregular swells of calcareous soil

and subsoil (like that of the mortar-bed bluffs west of the basin)

rising fully 50 feet above the near-by marsh. In all its lower parts

the basin is lined with fine alluvial clay or loam, sometimes mucky,

Both in general and in detail, the basin is topographically so incon-

gruous with the surrounding country as to prove that it is not a

product of autogenetic sculpture and has been little affected by sub-

aerial erosion. On the north the valley of Crooked Creek enters the

basin obliquely, just as two inlets from the west enter the Cheyenne

Bottoms, avoiding the path of least resistance. The bluffs forming

the western rim show tilting of the strata toward the basin, and are

manifestly not due to sapping or wave cutting, since there is no

adequate waterway within reach and since, moreover, the materials

immediately below the scarp are not water-laid but correspond with

those above, while the channel of Crooked Creek from the elbow to

below Fowler was manifestly assumed before the deepest depression

was formed, else the flow would have turned in that direction.

Haworth ascribed the features of the basin and the anomalous form

1 Johnson. Willard D., The High Plains and Their Utilization, 21st Annual Report,
U. S. Geological Survey, 1901, p. 726.

2 Jbid, p. 713.
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of Crooked Creek -to a fault, 1 while Johnson, after exhaustive study
?

rejected the fault hypothesis 2 and justly ascribed this and neighboring

basins to subsidence. Analogy with White Woman Creek and Blood

Creek supplements this inference and explains the anomalous char-

acter of Crooked Creek. In the light of analogy it is clear that the

latter waterway originally gathered on the upland and gradually

ended in a broad depression like the Shallow Water Basin, of which

the northern part remains ; and when subsequently the southern part

of this depression slumped the course of the creek was sharply di-

verted, while its diminishing volume was augmented by the artesian

seepage within the new basin, giving it strength, until the excess of

artesian and ground water escaped, to connect through an antecedent

arroyo with Spring Creek, and thence eventually with the Cimmarron.
The period or periods of slumping are indefinite. The general topo-

graphic indications are that the main movement was earlier than that

of Cheyenne Bottoms, but that the final formation of the chief

depression can hardly go back more than a few centuries.

About 1J miles south-southeast of Meade is what is knoAvn as the
" Old Salt Well." It is a sink, or pit, due to a local slump, located

in a saddle on the eastern side of the valley, about 40 feet higher

than the valley bottom and half a mile distant from it. The pit

was formed suddenly in March, 1879, directly in the line of an old

trail, which is still preceptible. In 1897 it was visited and is ad-

mirably illustrated and described by Johnson. 3 It was then a nearly

symmetric, oval-form pit 216 feet in greatest diameter and 44 feet

m depth, containing a pond of salt water 126 feet across and 9 feet

deep, the pit being surrounded by concentric sod cracks over an

area 360 by 400 feet. When first formed the water was much
deeper and was a strong brine, which for a time was pumped to

evaporating pans for salt making, an industry not long continued

for the reason that the salinity of the water rapidly diminished,

though even in 1897 it was still considerable. Since Johnson's visit

conditions have changed only in the lowering and further fresh-

ening of the pool (it is now apparently not more than 2 or 3 feet

deep and the water but slightly saline and sweetish to the taste)

and in some expansion of the area of sod cracks. Johnson's test

boring just south of the pit encountered fresh water almost at the

level of the salt pond and struck the saliferous Eed Beds at a depth

of 292 feet, and he reached the unavoidable inference that the pit

was due to a slump consequent on the outwash of soluble materials

in the Red Beds, followed by the forcing up of brine from the

saliferous strata. The pit is virtually on the rim of Fowler Basin,

1 Ilaworth, Erasmus : Local Deformation of Strata in Meade County, Kansas, and

Adjoining Territory, Amer. Jour. Sci., series 4, vol. 2, 1896, p. 368.

2 Op. cit, p. 725.
s Ibid, pp. 706-711, Pis. CXXXVI-CXXXVIII.
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whose expanse is visible from its margin. While measurements
were not made, it seems clear that the shoaling of the pool in the pit

in the last 13 years is due not so much to inflowing of waste from the

sides as to lowering of the level of the water, for remnants of the

shore lines shown in Johnson's photographs persist, although at a

level 5 or 6 feet higher above the water. The driver from Fowler,

an intelligent man who directed attention to the Old Salt Well and
also to the sinks in which Crooked Creek ends, remembered when the

pool was 30 feet deep and strongly saline, and was much struck

with the lowering of the water level in the pool. The lowering ap-

parently corresponds quite closely with that in the Fowler Basin

during the same period. Johnson's inference as to slumping both

here and in the Fowler Basin was measurably guided by a larger

and still more symmetric depression over 40 feet deep, also sur-

rounded by concentric sod cracks, farther down Crooked Creek,

known as Cox Basin,1 from which Lakeland takes its name, together

with a less definite and apparently older one in Clark County known
as Englewood Basin.

2

In the broken country inclining toward the Cimarron, about mid-

way between Fowler and Ashland, there are two notable depressions

intermediate in size between Fowler Basin and the Old Salt Well,

known respectively as " Big Basin " and " Little Basin," the latter

known alternatively as, or else as including, Jacob's Well (named on

the United States Geological Survey topographic sheets by an easily

explicable heteronymy, " St. Jacob's Well "). The larger is about a

mile in length from north to south and half to three-quarters of a

mile wide, the smaller perhaps 200 by 150 yards. Both are rimmed by
" mortar beds " overlying Ked Beds, both irregularly deformed, rising

to heights of 100 or more feet. Neither has an outlet, nor are there

considerable inlets. Big Basin is reputed to have been a lake when

the country was first settled; now the greater part of its nearly level

floor is cultivated, only a small part of the lowest portion being

occupied by a cat-tail marsh with some standing water. The floor

of Little Basin is quite irregular. A sink hole some 50 feet across

and 15 feet deep lies near the western side, and another, with the

outlet so nearly closed as to convert it into an evanescent pond 100

feet across and 5 feet deep, lies near the southern side, while in the

deepest part of the basin, notching into its northern wall of highly

tilted Tertiary strata, is an abrupt depression occupied by a pool of

clear water 40 or 50 feet across and apparently 15 or 20 feet deep.

The condition of Little Basin and Jacob's Well has changed but

little since they were described and illustrated by Johnson. 3 Indeed,

the only perceptible changes since his photographs were taken are

i Ibid, p. 703, PI. CXXXI. = Ibid, p. 730, PI. CXXXII. *Ibid, p. 706, PI. CXXXV.
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due to the growth of Cottonwood and other trees and such trampling

by stock as to extend the shallow part of the pool somewhat farther

into the floor of the basin. Both basins are manifestly due to slump-

ing, and the standing water in each evidently marks the ground-water

level.

From a mile or two east of Jacob's Well to Ashland stretch the
" breaks " of Cimarron River. The surface is extremely irregular

and formed wholly of the Red Beds. While the drainage ways of

such size as to appear on maps conform to the usual dendritic type

of autogenetic sculpture, and while the major topographic features

are adjusted to these water courses, there is a succession of dizzying

incongruities between the local and general forms of the land.

Despite high relief (100 to 200 feet), portions of the surface are im-

perfectly drained; here and there ravines expand unconformably

with their general configuration ; and while one slope of a divide may
attest extreme topographic youth, the other may indicate maturity.

Then, when the strata are exposed (as they are quite fully on Little

Sandy Creek) they are highly irregular, varying unequally and

endlessly in inclination and occasionally broken by faults. The
topographic anomalies are something of the order of those of the

high plains, in which the slopes lead sometimes to permanent drain-

age ways but more frequently to inclosed basins; yet they are con-

sistent only with the view that irregular warping of the strata and

the surface has throughout attended and affected the development

of the erosion forms—a warping presumably consequent on unequal

settling due to outwashing of soluble materials from beneath.

Ashland occupies part of an amphitheater, traversed by Bear

Creek, but too incongruously broad to be due entirely to autogenetic

erosion. It is bounded by bluffs sometimes exposing deformed Red
Beds and rising into irregular and largely sterile hills; the basin

is floored with a generally uniform sheet of silt loam, passing down-

ward into sand and gravel with a water table at 20 or 25 feet below

the surface. Wells yield an abundance of good water at 20 toW
feet, though they are sometimes put down 40 to 100 feet in order to

increase the supply. The town depends wholly on wells, generally

pumped by windmills. The basin is richly productive. Occasion-

ally the level floor is interrupted by depressions in which water

sometimes lies to form ponds and sometimes sinks. Just northwest

of the town there are two or three sinks 10 or 15 feet deep, at the

base of the upland slope (there quite gentle), in which local drain-

age terminates.

Some 6 miles east of Ashland lies a somewhat similar amphi-

theater, equally incongruous with the upland configuration, though

drained by Day Creek, in which Sitka is located; and 10 miles

farther eastward there is another such basin adjacent to Bluff Creek,
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partly occupied by the town of Protection, and otherwhere given

over to abundant agricultural production dependent on ample ground

water rising within reach of capillarity. Surrounded as it is by

sterile hills, it appears a veritable oasis, tinted with verdant alfalfa

and golden grain.

Generally throughout southwestern Kansas, and notably over the

upland between the Arkansas and the Cimarron, buffalo wallows

abound; over the plains south of Minneola and almost to the verge

of the Cimarron Breaks they apparently average a dozen or a score

to the quarter section.

The Cimarron, unlike the Arkansas, which in the plains is a seep-

age stream, is largely maintained by springs. It differs from the

Arkansas, too, in that it occupies a broad valley bordered by bluffs

and broken country—that is, it is a degradation stream rather than

one of semiaggradation, like the Arkansas. In a broad way the

Arkansas in Kansas coincides (variably from season to season) with

the water table; the Cimarron (variably from place to place) has

eroded its valley somewhat below the level of the water table and

from this perennial source gains strength for further erosion. The
Arkansas is in a condition of equilibrium with the water table, while

the Cimarron is out of equilibrium and hence in a state of cumula-

tive instability.

In general, despite the subhumidity at the surface due to the

meager rainfall, southwestern Kansas presents every appearance of

abundant water supply a little way below the surface. Except in

unusually close-textured deposits wells generally find ample supply

at the surface or rising to moderate depths below, while flowing wells

are many. One at Richland, Morton County, finished during

August, yielded through an 8-inch casing 1,200 gallons per minute

—

estimated—under a pressure of some 80 pounds per square inch.

Springs are by no means uncommon, and spring creeks are probably

as numerous as in the humid region. Two are tributary to Crooked

Creek, another lies southeast of Ashland, a fourth contributes to

Pawnee Creek just beyond the Arkansas in Hodgeman County, and

others appear here and there, with Bigspring Creek across the

line in Colorado. Concurrently, there are numberless streams

originating in dune belts, themselves largely the expression of under-

lying sands, in which generally the water table approaches the

surface as shown both by these streams and by wells.

The subsurface structure of southwestern Kansas is now fairty

understood. Over a foundation of nearly horizontal Paleozoic

formations (Carboniferous and Permian) lie generally the Juratrias

Red Beds, the Permian abounding in salt and the Red Beds in hardly

less soluble gypsum. Above these lie nearly horizontal Creta-

ceous formations generally inclining eastward with the slope of the
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Plains, their upper surface being one of unequal erosion extending

to various depths in the series. Over this irregular surface are

spread the plains deposits to depths ranging up to many hundred
feet, averaging perhaps 200 feet. These deposits, long a puzzle to

geologists, comprise the " mortar beds " and " plains marl " of Hay,
with a much larger aggregate of intermediate or nondescript ma-
terial, the whole long viewed as presumably lacustrine. In 1893-1895

Gilbert studied the deposits throughout the Arkansas Valley in

eastern Colorado and interpreted them as products of subaerial

aggradation during times when the climate and continental attitude

were such that streams flowing eastward from the mountains did not

reach the sea but dropped and distributed their detritus over the

land surface—conditions not greatly different from those of the

present time, in which only strong streams like the Arkansas and

Platte and Cimarron are able to connect with their principal, the

Mississippi. 1 For Kansas, Haworth accepted in a general way this

interpretation in 1897
;

2 while about the same time Johnson, for the

entire central plains, analyzed exhaustively the structure and ma-

terial of the deposits and established the Gilbertian interpretation

of their origin,3 at the same time discussing the local cementation of

the aggradational material into " mortar beds " and other indurated

forms. The deposits collectively are commonly denoted Tertiary,

though their accumulation undoubtedly ran into the Quater-

nary or Pleistocene, and may even be said to continue to-day,

Haworth noting that the associated organic remains range from

Tertiary to Pleistocene. 4 Under this view the plains deposits are

merely greatly flattened and widespread talus accumulations analo-

gous to those of the westerly slopes of the same mountains where the

climate is still more arid. The soils of the plains are almost wholly

formed of these Tertiary deposits; the ground-water phenomena are

connected with both the Tertiary accumulations and the underlying

formations.

Although the partial cementation of the plains. deposits, notably

in the "mortar beds" is discussed by Haworth and more fully by

Johnson, this phase of the geology of southwestern Kansas requires

further consideration. The cementation is almost wholly by car-

bonate of lime. The factors in such cementation are (1) water car-

rying lime in solution with (2) favorable chemical conditions and

(3) suitable physical conditions for precipitation of this lime. Of

these factors the first may be said to be ever present, at least within

reach of ground water, since both the water of storms and that

1 Gilbert, Grove K., "The Underground Water of the Arkansas Valley in Eastern Colo-

rado," 17th Ann. Rept, U. S. Geol. Survey, Pt. II, 1896, pp. 575-577.

2 Op. cit., p. 2S3.

» Op. cit., pp. 613-656.
* Ibid., p. 280.
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within the earth carry enough carbonic acid to render them capable

of dissolving lime from calcareous materials, which abound nearly

everywhere. The second factor is obscure, and is doubtless prac-

tically negligible. It may involve catalytic relations and probably

does involve that selective segregation which plays the leading role

in nodulation and perhaps other processes of rock induration; yet

at the most it may be said only that this factor tends rather to limit

than to promote such cementation as that revealed in the "mortar

beds " and other indurated Tertiary deposits. The third factor affects

not merely southwestern Kansas and Tertiary deposits, but a wide

range of soil and subsoil phenomena elsewhere, including calcareous

hardpans found in various sections, the caliche of the Southwest,

and certain phases at least of alkali incrustation. On generalizing

the phenomena it would appear that the most suitable physical con-

ditions involve the combination of (a) porosity of materials per-

mitting circulation of lime-charged water with (b) opportunity for

free circulation of air permitting effective evaporation of the lime-

charged water. With ordinarily porous subsoils this combination

is met at a depth below the surface measured by the degree of

porosity and by the level of the ground water, the precipitation of

the lime proceeding in the moist layer or couche lying immediately

above the level at which complete saturation prevents circulation

of the air (or soil gas). Here hardpan begins to form where the

waters are calcareous; here caliche begins to accumulate during the

season at which water circulates; and with continued accumulation

the horizon of precipitation generally rises (though in some cir-

cumstances it sinks) with the diminution of interstitial space through

the progressive cementation, the precipitation being thus dependent

on soil circulation; that is, the movement of soil fluid and soil gas.

Where the soil materials are fine and little pervious and the water

supply considerable the level of saturation approaches or coincides

with the surface, and evaporation takes place directly into the open

air. There the lime and related salts accumulate as surface crusts,

and under certain seasonal conditions some surface incrustation

may temporarily accompany hardpan accumulation beneath. With
changing climate, or with irrigation or drainage, the level or couche

of precipitation may be changed, .or the process may cease and the

moving waters may indeed redissolve and remove the lime previ-

ously precipitated. Such, in brief, seem to be the physical condi-

tions of cementation for which Haworth sought 1 and Johnson left

unfound. 2 They seem to be the conditions, too, attending the forma-
tion of loess puppets and calcareo-ferruginous nodules in the drift,

1 Gilbert, Grove K., " The Underground Water of the Arkansas Valley in Eastern Colo-
rado," 17th Ann. Rent., U. S. Geol. Survey. Pt. II, 1896, pp. 270-272.

2 " But as to how the ground water acts or is acted upon at its surface or water plane
to bring about deposition, the writer has no explanation to offer," ibid., p. 646.
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as well as of ferruginous hardpans et al. ; that is, conditions pro-

moting rapid evaporation of mineral-charged waters.

In southwestern Kansas the tale of cementation is long, running

over entire geologic ages in which deposits were alternately laid

down and partially removed, in which river and rivulet shifted their

courses ceaselessly, and in which the water table in its requisite con-

tact with the soil-gas zone changed again and again; so that the

zones or layers of cementation are many and are widely distributed,

both vertically and horizontally. Beyond doubt the vicissitudes fre-

quently occasioned the removal of lime accumulations previously

effected, and only occasionally was the cementation so complete as to

fill the pores of the gravel beds and finer materials and thereby fully

to indurate the deposits into rocks persisting to-day, such as the

rocks outcropping in deformed strata along the western margin of

Fowler Basin, in the rims of Great Basin and Jacob's Well, in the

scarps overlooking the Cimarron Breaks in Meade and Clark and

Comanche Counties, and in various other localities. These strata

mark no definite horizon in the Tertiary deposits ; they are not neces-

sarily of the same age from county to county or even from one quar-

ter section to another
;
yet wherever they occur near the surface they

sustain similar relations to the topography, to the soil above, and to

the ground water below.

Within the Tertiary deposits and underlying formations there is

a body of moisture, extending from near the surface to a depth of

many thousand feet, filling the interstices of the more or less porous

materials to an aggregate estimated at 25 or 30 per cent of their

volume. This moisture may be somewhat arbitrarily separated into

(1) ground water, or that found everywhere a little way below the

surface and supplying ordinary wells, and (2) phreatic water, or

that contained within and moving through deep-lying strata and

sometimes maintaining artesian wells and mineral springs. The con-

ditions controlling the movement of phreatic water are those com-

monly recognized as governing artesian flow (elevated catchment

area, porous-carrying stratum, and impervious cover), though when
the water is viewed in the agricultural aspect it is needful to remem-

ber that in nature there is no actually impervious cover, but only

confining strata through which the water of the carrying stratum

escapes upward at a rate depending on its own hydrostatic head and

the perviousness of these strata. So far as artesian supply is con-

cerned, the water so escaping is leakage (recognized as such by John-

son and Darton), and is lost to the wells, but so far as agriculture is

concerned it is gained by the soil into which it passes ; and it can not

be doubted that in many regions the gain to the soil is of far greater

moment than the loss to the wells. In southwestern Kansas and ad-
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jacent Colorado this aspect of the movement of phreatic water is

paramount, though hitherto neglected—indeed, it was nowhere rec-

ognized previous to the work of 1909 in South Dakota, so that all

earlier observations must be reconsidered in its light. In South

Dakota the carrying stratum is the Dakota sandstone, and the con-

fining strata comprise heavy beds of Cretaceous shales. There the

upward escape, or leakage, of the water is slow (estimated at 12

inches per year) and widely diffused. In Kansas-Colorado the prin-

cipal carrying stratum is also the Dakota sandstone, though there are

others, including the more porous portions of the Tertiary deposits,

and several more or less discontinuous confining strata, all more
pervious than the compact shales of South Dakota. Through these

the phreatic water rises from place to place and from stratum to

stratum so freely that the artesian conditions are generally unfavor-

able, while the supply to the soil, although not uniformly diffused, is

proportionately large. The altitude of the catchment area, and

hence the original hydrostatic head, is about the same for South

Dakota and for Kansas-Colorado ; but while in the former it is main-

tained by the comparative effectiveness of the confining strata, in the

latter the head is largely lost through the free leakage, so that the

upward pressure of the water at any point is largely due to local

conditions. Generally in Kansas-Colorado the phreatic water rising

through the discontinuous or pervious confining strata joins the

ground water derived primarily from the local rainfall, and this sub-

surface water, derived partly from above and partly from below,

is in constant movement at rates determined by local slopes and the

perviousness of the local deposits.

In a broad way the body of moisture permeating the deposits and
formations of Kansas-Colorado forms a reservoir of diffused water

within the entire plains region extending from the water table to a

depth of over a mile, its surface inclining eastward with the Plains,

coinciding with the land surface in perennial streams and springs

and permanent ponds, and elsewhere lying at variable depths below
the surface of the land, its volume moving steadily with the slope

eastward at rates varying from, say, a mile per year in the Dakota
sandstone and half a mile per year in coarse Tertiary deposits, down
to a few feet—perhaps a few inches only—per year through close-

textured rocks. In this natural reservoir is conserved the water
required for plant growth and animal life throughout the Great
Plains, and this vast province is rendered productive, and indeed
habitable, by its presence. This reservoir concept is due to recog-

nition of the principle of upward leakage through the confining

strata required for artesian flow, and it is needful to note that this

concept extends earlier views and supersedes the natural inference
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which led Johnson and Slichter to deny the verity of that general

underflow indicated by their own admirable observations.

While the chief source of phreatic water in Kansas-Colorado is

rainfall in the Rockies absorbed into the Dakota sandstone and
other carrying strata, it is probable that the chief source of the

ground water of the Plains is, as inferred by Gilbert, Johnson, and

Slichter, that part of the local rainfall not lost as run-off or fly-off

—

that is, in surface drainage or immediate evaporation. With present

knowledge it is impossible to determine the ratio of supply from the

two sources at a given point with any approach to accuracy. The
surface supply is indicated roughly by the recorded rainfall, less

run-off, less immediate fly-off, less that part of the cut-off, or water

absorbed by plant growth and other chemical combinations, not

used or lost locally; while the subsurface supply can hardly be

measured or even estimated, except in terms of the relative areas of

absorption and of dissipation, so that, for example, if the catchment

area in the mountains is one-fifth the area of dissipation in the

Plains, and the quantity absorbed annually in the mountains is 25

inches, the subsurface supply to the Plains could not exceed 5 inches.

By reason of varying conditions, too, the ratio of surface supply

to subsurface supply necessarily varies from place to place. Largely

by way of illustration it may be estimated that in the latitude and

at the altitude of the Plains between Garden City and Scott, with a

mean rainfall somewhat above 18 inches, no run-off, and an immediate

fly-off of, say, 10 inches, the supply available for ground water and

plant growth may be 8 inches from the surface and somewhere from

5 to 10 inches from the phreatic waters, or 13 to 18 inches in all.

Still more roughly, it may be estimated that throughout southwest-

ern Kansas the average subsurface supply made available through

the ground water can hardly be less than 4 or more than 10 inches

annually.

The depth of the water table is variable, though much less so than

might be inferred from well records, since wells locate the ground

water only where they penetrate materials of such perviousness as to

permit fairly rapid delivery into the excavation or boring. Gen-

erally, indeed, the position of the water table is most clearly indi-

cated where the materials are coarse enough—that is, sufficiently

sandy or gravelly—to permit free movement; so that springs com-

monly flow from sands, while seepage is rapid enough in sandy areas

to exceed evaporation and quickly form streams, as at the headwaters

of the Ninnescah about Pratt. In sandy areas, accordingly, the water

table seems to rise
;
yet it is probable that it actually stands no higher,

and may stand lower, in such areas than in those of finer materials

from which the delivery falls below evaporation. The greatest depth

of water table at any latitude is marked by the local channels or
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valleys of perennial streams. For example, the Cimarron cuts into

the water table, the Arkansas about Garden City coincides with it,

and the perennial part of the White Woman is a little below it ; and

in these valleys the position of the water table is lower than the mean,

since the ground water moves toward them down a natural slope.

On the whole, the most satisfactory measures of the position of the

water table at any point are permanent ponds, such as the pools in

Shallow Water Basin, the ponds in Cheyenne Bottoms, the pool in

the Old Salt Well near Meade, the water in Big Basin and Jacob's

Well, etc. In these the depths below the general surface in the

vicinity range from 30 or 40 feet to something over 100 feet, depths

not greatly different from those indicated by the valleys. Generaliz-

ing roughly these indications and those of wells, it appears that

throughout southwestern Kansas the water table ranges up to over

100 feet below the surface and averages less than a third of that, say,

30 feet.

The position of the water table is naturally determined at each

point by the primarily local factors of gain and loss; that is, it is

the resultant of supply and depletion. Of the two sources of sup-

ply, that from local rainfall doubtless averages the greater, though

the phreatic flow under hydrostatic head more fully determines

the position or level with respect to the surface Depletion attends

outflow in springs and perennial streams where these occur, but

more largely results from evaporation either directly from the sur-

face or by transpiration through plants ; so that generally the level

of ground water may be said to measure the balance between hydro-

static head and evaporation. . It follows that the Plains generally

are losing water, not merely at the surface, but down to the level

of the water table, more rapidly than they are gaining water, and the

problem of utilizing the water thus given off is the problem of

plains agriculture.

The balance between gain and loss of water being marked by a

surface averaging, say, 30 feet below the land surface, it is evident

either that evaporation begins deep within the subsoil, or that some

other agency conveys the moisture from the water table to within

reach of surface evaporation, or else that the two agencies cooperate.

An effective agency of moisture movement is capillarity. While

capillarity is commonly conceived to act through but limited depths

of soil and subsoil, it would seem that throughout the Plains it must

operate to a considerable depth and at a rate (albeit slower than

ordinarily observed in the laboratory) sufficient to move a few ver-

tical inches of water annually. According to King's formula,1

capillarity would be effective in soil grains 0.1 mm. in diameter to

a height of only 4 feet, but through soil grains 0.01 mm. in diameter

1 Physics of Agriculture, 1907, p. 165.
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to a height of 40 feet, and of course to greater heights through still

finer materials. Now, particles 0.01 mm. in diameter form rather

coarse silt (silt in mechanical analysis ranging from 0.05 to 0.005

mm.)
; and the prevailing materials of the Tertiary deposits of the

Plains are either silts or still finer clays, here and there associated with
sands in which the water appears (albeit illusorily) to rise higher.

Thus it is clear that capillarity acting in conjunction with internal

and external evaporation may well explain that loss of ground water
required to maintain that balance marked by the water table; that

is, in the practically important aspect of plains agriculture, that

capillarity generally suffices to convey moisture from the water

table upward within reach of plant roots at such a rate as to balance

supply and depletion. In this connection it may be noted as prob-

able that buffalo wallows ordinarily mark surface levels within reach

of capillary movement from the water table. While the animals

wallowed in any pool in which storm waters chanced to lie, they

naturally wallowed oftener in those whose supply was sustained

from below, and these naturally were most effectively enlarged and
deepened and made permanent.

Summarizing the ground-water relations of Southwestern Kansas,

it seems clear that

—

(1) Southwestern Kansas and the adjacent part of Colorado ex-

tending to the mountains are underlain by a reservoir of moisture.

(2) This reservoir comprises both ground water and phreatic

water, the two being measurably interchangeable.

(3) The moisture is derived jointly from local rainfall and from

catchment in the mountains or higher parts of the Plains.

(4) The moisture forming the reservoir flows eastward with the

slope of the Plains at a rate varying with the perviousness of de-

posits or rocks.

(5) The reservoir forms a water table marking the balance be-

tween supply, on the one hand, and use or loss (largely through

evaporation) , on the other hand.

(6) The water table coincides with the surface in perennial

streams and springs and permanent ponds, but lies at an average

depth of some 30 feet below the surface.

(7) The local position of the water table is determined largely

by the hydrostatic head of the phreatic water whereby the supply

of ground water is maintained.

(8) The water table generally lies within reach of capillary move-

ment to the surface.

(9) The ground water, augmented by the phreatic supply, main-

tains many springs and perennial seepage streams, numerous per-

manent ponds, and both artesian and pump wells.
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(10) The reservoir also supplies water to the amount of several

inches annually over the Plains, which was utilized largely in the

growth of grasses in a state of nature, is now available for agricul-

ture, and may be conserved and used by dust mulching and other

appropriate agricultural methods.

(11) The reservoir, has been depleted and the water table lowered

by excessive use in the Fowler Basin and about Garden City.

(12) The maintenance of the reservoir can be assured only through

(a) avoidance of excessive local use and (l>) maintenance of the

phreatic sources about the eastern base of the Rocky Mountains.

In the light of the steadily moving reservoir of ground and

phreatic water, in connection with the composition of certain forma-

tions, the topographic anomalies of southwestern Kansas become

clear. The upper Paleozoic (Permian) includes accumulations of

salt, the Red Beds abound in gypsum, and these and some of the

Cretaceous formations contain other soluble substances; and under

the steady flow of subterranean water these are gradually dissolved

and washed away, either to infiltrate and lodge in other rocks farther

eastward or else to reach the surface and be carried seaward by

storm and stream. The soluble substances are unequally distributed

throughout the deep-lying formations, so that the outwash is unequal,

and as the overlying strata settle under their own weight to close the

voids left by outwashing the settling is unequal, tending to pro-

duce an irregular basin-form configuration extending to the sur-

face. While the rate of outwashing presumably is fairly uniform,

the rate of settling can rarely be steady; for since starting friction

is greater than moving friction the rock particles will tend to sustain

the superincumbent weight until they are weakened by the continued

outwashing to the limit of crushing strength, when they will sud-

denly yield and assume such rearrangement as will not only sustain

the weight but resist the shock—that is, the momentum—of the

downward movement. Accordingly the settling of overlying strata

and surface must be no less unequal in time than in place, and in

a broad way may justly be regarded as recurring in slumps. Two
such slumps since settlement occurred in 1879 at the Old Salt Well

and in 1898, as recorded by Johnson,1 at Rosel, when an acre of

ground dropped in a night, carrying several buildings, and leaving

in their place merely a pond surrounded by abrupt walls 70 feet

in vertical measure. Other slumps so recent as to retain concentric

sod cracks are Cox Basin and Englewood Basin in Meade and

Clark Counties; and among others in times so recent geologically

that their rims remain nearly intact are those of Big Basin and

Jacob's Well. Not much more remote, as shown by the configuration,

1 Op. cit., p. 713.
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was the formation by widespread slumping of Cheyenne Bottoms;

considerably earlier, as indicated by the topograph}'. Fowler Basin

was first formed, though recurrent slumping formed the deepest

depression long afterwards: while analogy at least strongly suggests

that Shallow Water Basin was occasioned by a slump so much earlier

still that its margins have been obliterated; aftd it is probable that

Ashland. Sitka, and Protection Basins were produced, at least in part,

by slumping within the range of time stretching from the Rosel

sink (1898) back to the period at which Shallow Water Basin took

form.

Since the conditions occasioning the recent slumping have existed

throughout the geologic ages marked by the accumulation of the

plains deposits, it is necessary to reckon with them in considering

the origin and distribution of the deposits and the movements of the

waterways by which they were formed. This opens a new vista in

geologic development, yet one which need not now be followed be-

yond its relations to topography, soil, and water supply. In a broad

way the anomalous topography of southwestern Kansas is distinctive

in the general absence of continuous surface drainage ways and in

the abundance of closed basins. In this respect it differs markedly

from South Dakota and Nebraska at corresponding altitudes and

relations to rainfall, and it seems clear that this anomalous confor-

mation of the surface must be ascribed largely to the widespread and

long-continued slumping. This distinctive topography is closely

related to soil formation. In all the inclosed basins, especially those

of such magnitude as to receive considerable drainage (such as

Cheyenne Bottoms, Fowler Basin, and Shallow Water Basin), silt

loams charged with organic matter accumulate ; and since during the

ages all parts of the surface have presumably been thus depressed

from time to time, it follows that the development of humus-charged

soil throughout the entire region has been promoted by the progres-

sive surface warping. The relation of the deformed surface to the

water supply of this subhumid region has not yet received adequate

attention, except perhaps in Fowler and Shallow Water Basins;

actually all the basins of the Plains are better supplied with water

than the divides between. (1) because both surface and subsurface

drainage flow toward them, (2) because they are nearer the water

table, and (3) because the greater average moisture of soil and sub-

soil promotes capillarity from the ground water below.

UXCOMPAHGRE VALLEY.

Early in the exploration and settlement of the Rocky Mountain

region Uncompahgre Valley attracted attention as a verdant oasis

lying amid inhospitable mountains. It was long a stronghold of
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Chief Ouray and his tribesmen, who kept bands of horses on the

abundant natural forage. Even before the opening of the Denver
& Rio Grande Railway white settlers located there; afterwards

settlement was accelerated until the entire water supply from Uncom-
pahgre River and smaller streams was used for irrigation. Then
came the Gunnison project of the Reclamation Service, involving the

unique enterprise of tunneling a mountain to divert a river in order

that its waters might be made more useful; and during the sum-

mer the Gunnison water was turned on and added to that of the

Uncompahgre.

Uncompabgre Valley is 60 or 70 miles long and averages, perhaps,

15 miles in width. The river heads in high mountains—the moun-
tain plexus whence extend the Telluride, San Juan, San Miguel, and

other ranges. Generally the valley is confined on the northeast by

plateaus of volcanic rock so vesicular or porous as to yield little sur-

face drainage, resting in part on Cretaceous shales; on the south-

west the surface rises more gradually toward Uncompahgre Plateau,

and the slopes carry streams running northeastward toward the Un-
compahgre or northward toward Grand River, the chief office of

these streams being the carriage of freshet waters derived from
rains or melting snows. The precipitation in the center of the valley

is some 15 inches, diminishing northwestward toward its terminus at

Delta and increasing southeastward toward its origin in the moun-
tains. The valley deposits are largely sands and gravels more or less

intermixed with silt and clay, all derived from the neighboring

mountains and deposited chiefly by running water, and all commonly
pervious. Occasionally fine silts or clays ("gumbo" or "adobe")

appear over considerable areas at the surface. The floor of the valley

is not uniform. Generally southwest of the river and sometimes on

the other side there are gravel terraces rising from the lower level in

steep scarps ; near Montrose there is an outlier of the terrace plain,

made up chiefly of coarse gravels resting on Cretaceous shales and

clays, lying like an island in the depths of the valley; on the other

side of town there is a flat-topped Cretaceous butte; and there are

various minor interruptions of the valley surface.

Irrigation extends both to the terraces and to the central valley,

but not to the surfaces of the terrace remnant or the flat-topped butte

near Montrose. The terrace plain is well adapted to fruit; the

central valley is better adapted to alfalfa, grain, etc. The valley

was settled from the east and is so completely isolated that the agri-

cultural methods represent a combination of eastern agriculture with

locally developed irrigation, in which, as usual, water was and in

some measure still is used in excess. In the eastward expansion

of the valley occupied by the Denver & Rio Grande Narrow Gauge
southeast of Montrose, dry farming, at least to the extent of fallow-
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ing, has been tried with some success. Local irrigation projects

utilizing storm waters from the northeastern valley margin are in

process of development, and experiments in drainage are under way.
In the portions of the valley approaching the level of the river, and

notably west of the terrace outlier near Montrose, the soil is so satu-

rated with ground water that the surface is swampy. About the

marshy spots alkali incrustations occur, and the plant growth is

either stunted or of species characteristic of alkaline soils. West of

the outlier there is a belt of such supersaturated soil nearly a mile

wide and 3 or 4 miles long. A part of the ground water is due to

excessive irrigation at higher levels in the valley (this is a local

explanation)
;
yet this is not the sole source, since parts of the valley

were marshy before irrigation began, as personally noted during an

earlier visit (June, 1882.) Moreover, the recent examination showed
that toward the upper (southeastern) extremity of this marshy belt

there are occasional springs yielding water differing unmistakably

from that of the local overflow or seepage in that it is clear and

cold; also that this spring water corresponds with artesian well

water reached at a depth of several hundred feet along the margin

of the terrace upland 6 or 8 miles southwest of Montrose. Of late

Montrose is partly supplied with water from one or more artesian

wells several hundred feet deep, the water tested being chalybeate

and carbonated, and cooler than that from near the surface. On the

whole, it is clear that the Uncompahgre Valley, at least about Mont-

rose, is an artesian basin in which phreatic water rises from a depth

of several hundred feet (some borings are said to approach 1,000

feet) to a moderate height above the lower parts of the natural sur-

face. The source of this phreatic supply is undoubtedly rainfall

over the mountains and plateaus rimming the valley. It seems prob-

able that the chalybeate and carbonated water in Montrose comes

chiefly from the northeast through the gypsiferous and pyritiferous

Cretaceous shales, and that the pure, cold water from springs and

wells west of the insulated upland is gathered in greater abundance

from the long slopes of strata sloping valleyward from the southwest

;

but the essential condition is the existence of a supply of phreatic

water rising naturally somewhat above the level of the lower spots

in the valley and to within reach of capillarity generally throughout

its expanse.

The practical question of the terrace plains bordering the valley

is that of supplementing the local rainfall by irrigation, while the

problem of the central valley is the effective control of water by

irrigation and drainage combined. Even on the terrace plains, a

little way back from the scarp affording natural drainage, there are

indications of increasing excess of ground water due to overfree

irrigation, so that even here drainage may become necessary. Prob-
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ably the central valley, supplied as it is by natural subirrigation to

within reach of capillarity in addition to the natural rainfall, and
receiving as it will increasingly the seepage waters from irrigation

at higher levels, will eventually require little irrigation water; yet

it will require systematic control of the water by such combination

of irrigation and drainage as will provide water to meet emergencies

and wash out the excess of alkali.

Systematic drainage of the marshy tract west of Montrose upland

is required for full development of the valley. Undoubtedly such

an enterprise would yield rich returns, yet under the divided owner-

ship of the now nearly worthless lands it could hardly be undertaken

except through cooperation.

the modesto-tuklock. district.

Before the time of Columbus and Cortez much of California Valley

was of the oak-orchard type ; that is, grassland interspersed with live

oaks yielding edible acorns, numbering perhaps a dozen or score to

what later became the quarter section of land. The grass sustained a

rich graminivorous fauna, while peculiarly peaceful and primitive

aborigines subsisted largely on the acorns and game. The earliest

white settlers were Mexican ganaderos, who displaced the natives and
substituted herds of domestic stock for the native game animals, and

never was found fatter pasturage, though the profits of the industry

were relatively small by reason of the dearth and distance of markets.

After the treaty of Guadalupe-Hidalgo American ranchers gradu-

ally replaced the Mexican ganaderos, and as they did so the oaks

were removed and the grasslands were broken up and sown largely

to wheat, and the world never saw more productive wheat growing

than that of the district watered jointly by the San Joaquin and the

Tuolumne about the present site of Modesto. The yields were in-

credible; each sprouting seed grain stooled into 10, 20, even 100

stalks, each growing 5 to 8 feet (some say 10 or 12 feet) high and

bearing a head of a hundred plump and hard grains. At the outset

there was much loss from dearth of markets and transportation facili-

ties and means of handling the enormous crop, yet there were quickly

developed new devices, including the header thrasher, moved first

by 30 or 40 horses and later by the traction engine, which automati-

cally clipped the heads and delivered the grain in sacks without other

handwork than tying the bags. No part of America ever saw more

rapid agricultural development than that now including the Modesto-

Turlock district.

For a dozen or a score of years (according to the time at which

the lands were broken and sowed) the rich productivity continued;

then throughout the whole countryside the straw shortened and the
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yield of grain lessened, until wheat growing failed. For a time

some farmers found that by leaving the ground fallow a fair to good

crop could be obtained in alternate years, but even this soon ceased

to be effective. Having depended wholly on wheat, the rancheros

were nearly helpless when the wheat failed them. Even when they

tried other crops they found the productivity little better, and the

notion spread that the once fertile virgin land was exhausted.

Meantime the soil, always fairly moist a little way beneath the sur-

face under its native grass, grew too dry to sustain pasturage, so

that in a dry summer the railway traveler looking out from the car

window could not distinguish the animals frightened by the passing

train, or sometimes even see them, for the clouds of dust raised by

their flying footsteps. Depopulation began; but finally a few per-

sistent ones—industrial heroes, indeed—secured the enactment of an

irrigation-district law, and under this statute developed in a sort

of cooperative way the Modesto and Turlock projects for taking

water out of the Tuolumne where it enters the valley from the

mountains and reclaiming the once fertile but then sterile and half-

desert lands by irrigation. After herculean effort success came.

Then it was first found that when water was put on the former

wheatlands their productivity was restored virtually to that of the

palmy days attending settlement; but soon afterwards that, by reason

of changed industrial and commercial conditions and the fecund

growth of markets, it was more profitable to grow fruit or other

crops than to grow grain; and now the region, once wheat fields

and then semidesert, is a land of gardens, orchards, and vineyards.

Such, in brief, are the successive stages in the development of an

agricultural region in which the relations between soil and water

are significant.

The part of California Valley, locally called San Joaquin Valley,

about Modesto is an alluvial plain built up of debris washed in from

the Sierra Nevada and coast ranges by the San Joaquin and its

tributaries, the chief wash from the Sierras on the east, whence flow

the strongest rivers. Although strikingly uniform as to general

surface, the plain forming the valley floor is not flat, but declines

gently from the base of the mountains to the central axis traversed

by the San Joaquin in the southern part of the great valley and by

the Sacramento in the northern part. The plain is watered partly

by local rainfall (some o inches at Modesto), partly by inflow from

the surrounding mountains, inflow of which a portion is visible in

rivers and another portion invisible beneath the surface in the form

of circulating ground water moving generally in the direction of

the surface slope. No part of California Valley forms an effective

artesian basin, for although the catchment area is ample and the

carrying strata sufficient, the confining strata are too pervious to
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form effective cover; yet even the alluvial beds confine the mountain-

fed water in some measure, so that a belt yielding artesian flow rising

a little way above the surface borders the San Joaquin for a con-

siderable part of its length in the valley. Thus in a general way
the alluvial lining of the valley is saturated (much as is south-

western Kansas) by a combination of phreatic and ground water

rising to a water table which itself conforms approximately with

the slopes of the ground, coinciding with the land surface in the

perennial streams and in certain permanent ponds and marshes.

About Modesto there are a few marshes, depressions left in the

wandering of Tuolumne Eiver during the ages of alluvial accumu-

lation. These were larger than now when the country was first

settled, then they virtually disappeared during the time of sterility,

and since irrigation began they are again expanding—indeed, some
exceed the magnitude remembered by early settlers. Meantime the

well condition also was changed. Local well diggers distinguish be-

tween the surface water and the deep (phreatic) water connected

with the artesian flow in the San Joaquin bottoms. They agree that

the level of the deep water has not greatly changed since settle-

ment began, but that the surface water, of which little note was
taken during the time of luxuriant wheat production, became scarce

and virtually failed until irrigation began, since which time it has

risen to within a few feet (6 to 12) of the surface, according to

the local configuration. The deep water level varies from 25 to 35

feet below the surface, according to the local relief.

On reviewing the local relations it appears clear that the natural

water supply sufficed for the maintenance of the oaks and grasses

before settlement and equally for the pasturage of the Mexican
regime, but that it was not enough to sustain permanently the

luxuriant growth of wheat which gradually exhausted the store of

ground water and then failed, after continuing for a time to yield

moderately when the water was so conserved by summer fallowing

that two years' water gave one crop. When the accumulated ground
water was gone growth virtually ceased ; even grasses were not well

sustained. With the reclamation by surface irrigation the ground
water is restored, and the local experience, conformably with that

of most other districts, is that as the subsoil becomes saturated the

quantity of irrigation water required grows less.

RESUME.

The general purpose of the field work was to ascertain the relations

between soil and water where the local rainfall is less than that re-

quired for crop production; an incidental purpose was to ascertain

whether in representative districts successful dust mulching (or " dry
farming") is or is not dependent on natural subirrigation ; that is,
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on a subsurface supply of water adjunct to the surface supply through

rainfall. Provisional conclusions may be stated as follows

:

(1) In the Great Plains there is a natural subsurface supply of

water rising either to the subsoil or within reach of capillarity which

is available for plant growth. The amount (estimated last year at

12 inches for South Dakota) may be estimated in southwestern Kan-
sas at 8 inches, and (provisionally) for the general high plains region

at not less than 6 inches.

(2) This subsurface supply in the Plains suffices, in conjunction

with the local rainfall, to render the land productive and habitable

over a vast area which would otherwise be unproductive.

(3) The moisture derived from the subsurface supply may be and

should be conserved and utilized through dust mulching, selection of

crop plants, etc.

(4) Throughout intermontane valleys there is not only concentra-

tion of water by surface flow, but a corresponding accumulation and

concentration within the valley deposits by subsurface percolation to

an extent yielding a variable though considerable subsurface water

supply available for agriculture.

(5) The subsurface supply accumulated in intermontane valleys

can be conserved and utilized by appropriate agricultural methods.

(6) So far as personal observation has extended, success attends

dust mulching and other dry farming operations only in districts

receiving a subsurface supply of water under conditions of natural

subirrigation.






